LOMBARDINI / KOHLER DIESEL ENGINE IGNITION KEYS

Occasionally an ignition key will get broken, and since these keys are impossible to replicate (no key shop carries a blank for them), we do stock them. There are two different styles of key that are used on the ENGINE-MOUNTED key switches (that is: when the key switch box is mounted directly to the engine, right next to the recoil starter) on the diesel engines, these two styles are shown below:

Part # 340.01 (replaces 0000.D6M)  Part # 340.02 (Replaces 0000.K-11)

SIDE-BY-SIDE FOR COMPARISON

ALSO: Some diesel-powered BCS tractors have the key switch mounted to the Battery Box…THIS TAKES A DIFFERENT KEY THAN THE ONES PICTURED ABOVE!! Below is a picture of this key. (This key also fits older BCS machines with ACME engines.)

Part # 580.45806

CALL EARTH TOOLS TO ORDER: 502-484-3988